Shandong Carter Heavy Industry machinery CO., LTD is in one subsidiary of Huasheng Zhongtian Group, specialized in excavators production, marketing, research and development. Shandong Huasheng Zhongtian Machinery Group Co., Ltd. was founded in 1951, has 60 years of professional manufacturing history. It is a large group which integrates research, manufacture and trade. The enterprise obtained the National May 1st Labor Diploma, Top 500 of China Machinery Industry, Civilized enterprise of National Machinery Industry, Demonstrating Enterprise for Advanced Manage of Machinery Industry, Modern Manage Enterprise of Machinery Industry. Huasheng Zhongtian is the largest exporting base in China for small-size gasoline engines, garden machinery, plant-protection machinery, forest-protection machinery and small-size construction machinery. Huasheng Zhongtian ranks the NO.1 in economy efficiency, dimensions, and products quality.

On November 16, 2010, Carter signed cooperate with Huasheng Zhongtian Group has invested 10 billion yuan (about 1.5 billion U.S. dollars) into the construction machinery industry. Carter was established in February 16, 2004, and today has developed into excavators, boring machine production, marketing, research and development, I 2014, Carter plans A-share listed in Hong Kong or China.

Carter's production center is based in the national construction machinery manufacturing base - the state-level development zone of Linyi and in the U.S. R&D centers. We produce excavator from 1.6 ton to 46 ton. Through our own sales organizations, business partners and the alliance with Huasheng, the new Carter's sales network is throughout the world. Carter's specializes in design, manufacturing and sales of best quality hydraulic excavators, roadheaders,
helping worldwide partners to succeed. Carter continually enlarge investment in the R&D system to update the company's technology level. Two R&D centers have been founded, one is in Linyi and the other one is in Illinois State of U.S. In 2009, Carter roadheaders are qualified as "National Important New Product".

The mother company, Shandong Huasheng Group, was confirmed by China National Patent Bureau as one of those who possess most developed technology and most patents. Complete Self-patent core system has been founded. In 2005, the group is granted "Top 50 of China National Industry". In Jan, 2006, due to developed management system, Shandong Huasheng Group is granted "National Industrial Machinery Quality Management Award". The group is also granted by other awards such as "Well-known Trademarks" "Excellent Enterprise of China Engineering Industry" , "2nd-Class State Enterprises".

From 2011 Apr, Carter start the new project, 10000PC Excavator Assembly line and will be finished in Oct. Strict production management system guarantees high product quality. Meanwhile, with cooperation with World-class brands such as KYB, Kawasaki, Yanmar, Cummins, Isuzu, Marubeni, Fuji Heavy Industries, Carter aims at manufacturing top products with top equipment.

Social Responsibility

On May 12, 2008, Wenchuan 8.0-class great earthquake happened, whole group supported 1200pcs mobile sprayer freely to help disaster epidemic prevention jobs.

On May 12, 2009, Shandong Huasheng Group donated 30,000,000RMB to Charity Foundation.

The company also actively supports China's "Courageous Organization "and "Foundation for Disabled Persons", "Education Fund " and other causes. The Group attaches most importance to social care, return to the community, to be a responsible and active corporate citizen, continually improving management level and contributing to social development. Carter convinced that enterprise should be an important part of society, and committed to working with employees and local community to improve the working conditions and lift quality for of community people and workers.

Industry Status

Huasheng Zhongtian is a large enterprise in China. We are the directorated member of the Plant-Protection and Clearing Machinery Association, Gasoline Engine Association and China Wood Machinery Association. Recently, we establish 9 terms of country standard in engine industry and 13 terms are handed to the committee. The brand HUASHENG TAISHAN is appraised as China Famous Brand , the main products have obtained national honors as National Inspection Exemption , and national silver medal, second-scale prize for national technology progress, national generalizing demonstrating products, the national emphasized generalizing products, national consumer
satisfied products and famous brand of China agriculture. Huasheng Zhongtian has been named the new technology enterprise by the Shandong province.

**Outstanding Research Capacity**

Huasheng Zhongtian possesses an advanced technology center and has a powerful research capacity. Our R&D center is granted as “national accredited R&D center” in 2009. We are recognized as not only a provincial technology center who owns national labs but also we have a national enterprise for CAD drawings. We are a provincial new-tech enterprise which owns over 300 mid and high-grade researchers, holding over 100 patents. We have the capacity to develop over 10 kinds of new products per year, we own the property rights and pass provincial examination. The newly developed gasoline engines meet the Euro II, EPA II requirements, aeromodelling, vehicle modelling, shipmodelling engines representing the highest level of satisfaction for the advanced European and American consumers. The rate of new production value is over 30%; we win prominent economic profits and social efficiency.

**Equipment Level**

Huasheng Zhongtian imports modernized equipments from Japan, Italy and Germany. Huasheng is operating 1200 pieces of mechanical equipment, including 30 assembly lines, 330 mechanic equipment, 130 tests experimental equipment, and leads China’s technical advancement.

**Quality Management**

Huasheng Zhongtian was the devoted quality management leader from 1979 to the 1998 for ISO9000. Huasheng is actively apply an international advanced quality theory of methodology, by using the influence of the big quality through the 21st century. Huasheng Zhongtian actualizes the quality tactics of accelerating function, pursuing excellent performance is recognized as an important method to build a brand name and promote our international competitiveness.

**Certificate**

Huasheng Zhongtian has successfully passed ISO9001:2008. The products have passed 3C, CE, GS, EPA, EMC, Noises test, and Euro II e-MARK.

**Managing level**

Huasheng Zhongtian actively applies the keep-improving advanced management method, injecting investment capital to ERP, collecting and sharing all kind of data of the enterprise, operation procedures, work automation, manage
systematically and with digital procedures. The ERP promotes the advanced managing level and competition capacity of Huasheng. Huasheng Zhongtian is recognized not only as the demonstrating enterprise of advanced management but also the sample of successfully applying ERP to national machinery industry.

**Future Tactic**

Under the correct heading, Huasheng people create great achievements, establishing a world-famous brand as a century-vigorous enterprise, accomplishing the top brand in China, and keeps the NO.1 position in China for small-size gasoline engine, garden machinery, plant-protection machinery and small-size construction machinery. In our 12th 5-year plan we will enlarge the technical innovation, emphasize Hi-tech production and produce a high-efficiency product. In 2014, we will be list in China or Hongkong; under the tenet of consumers more satisfied, employees more felicitous, homeland more prosperous we will try to build Huasheng Zhongtian into a large influential and modernized world company.
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On November 16, 2010, Carter signed cooperate with Huasheng Zhongtian Group has invested 10 billion yuan (about 1.5 billion U.S. dollars) into the construction machinery industry. Carter was established in February 16, 2004, and today has developed into excavators, boring machine production, marketing, research and development; 2014, Carter plans A-share listed in Hong Kong or China.

Carter's production center is based in the national construction machinery manufacturing base - the state-level development zone of Linyi, and
in the U.S. R&D centers. We produce excavator from 1.8 ton to 33 ton. Through our own sales organizations, business partners and the alliance with Huasheng, the new Carter’s sales network is throughout the world. Carter’s specializes in design, manufacturing and sales of best quality hydraulic excavators, roadheaders, helping worldwide partners to succeed. Carter continually enlarge investment in the R&D system to update the company’s technology level. Two R&D centers have been founded, one is in Linyi and the other one is in Illinois State of U.S. In 2009, Carter roadheaders are qualified as “National Important New Product”.

The mother company, Shandong Huasheng Group, was confirmed by China National Patent Bureau as one of those who possess most developed technology and most patents. Complete Self-patent core system has been founded. In 2005, the group is granted “Top 50 of China National Industry”. In Jan, 2006, due to developed management system, Shandong Huasheng Group is granted “National Industrial Machinery Quality Management Award”. The group is also granted by other awards such as “Well-known Trademarks” “Excellent Enterprise of China Engineering Industry”, “2nd-Class State Enterprises”.

From 2011 Apr, Carter start the new project, 10000PC Excavator Assembly line and will be finished in Oct. Strict production management system guarantees high product quality. Meanwhile, with cooperation with World-class brands such as KYB, Kawasaki, Yanmar, Cummins, Isuzu, Marubeni, Fuji Heavy Industries, Carter aims at manufacturing top products with top equipment.
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Business Type: Manufacturer & Trading Company

Manufacturing & Processing Machinery

Excavator, Mining Road Header
Europe, Southeast Asia/ Mideast, Australia
LC, T/T

Contact Supplier

Mr. Star Lee
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Company Favorites
Shandong Carter Heavy Industry Machinery Co., Ltd. is a professional company specializing in the manufacture and export of complete sets of Mini excavators, covering 1.8 tons, 4 tons, 4.5 tons, 6 tons, 8 tons, 8.5 tons. Middle size excavators, CT150, CT220, CT240, CT330. We also supply...

View More

**Trade Capacity**

- **International Commercial Terms (Incoterms):** FOB, CIF, CFR
- **Terms of Payment:** LC, T/T
- **Average Lead Time:**
  - Peak season lead time: within 15 workdays
  - Off season lead time: within 15 workdays
- **Number of Foreign Trading Staff:** 3
- **Overseas Agent/Branch:** Yes
- **Export Year:** 2004-03-01
- **Export Percentage:** 31%~40%
- **Main Markets:** Europe, Southeast Asia, Mideast, Australia
- **Nearest Port:** Qingdao Port
- **Import & Export Mode:** Have Own Export License
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Factory Address:
Economic development zone, Linshu, Shandong, China

✓ R&D Capacity:
Own Brand, OEM

✓ No. of R&D Staff:
15

No. of Production Lines:
2

Annual Output Value:
US$10 Million - US$50 Million

Ever Annual Output of Main Products:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Name</th>
<th>Units Produced (Previous Year)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Excavator</td>
<td>5000 Pieces</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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